[Antibacterial activity against 224 clinical bacterial strains of JCA 250 and JCA 251 compounds containing essential oils provided from Aroma Technologies research].
It was to determine the antibacterial spectrum of JCA 250 and JCA 251, two naturally occurring compounds from Aroma Technologies research, on a bacterial population isolated from clinical infections. Two hundred and twenty-four bacterial strains were tested. The minimum inhibitory concentrations (MIC) of JCA 250 and JCA 251 were determined by agar dilution method. Tests were performed in triplicate. The mean MIC was 0.20% for JCA 250 and 0.15% for JCA 251. JCA 251 regularly exhibited greater activity. All Enterobacteriaceae were inhibited at concentrations less or equal to 0.15% for JCA 250 or JCA 251. For strict aerobes, the MIC values were more spread out. Two Pseudomonas aeruginosa strains differed from the population with JCA 251 MIC of 0.25 and 0.40%. Concerning Gram-positive cocci, all the strains were inhibited with less or equal to 0.25% of compound. The most resistant population were the Enterococci and the Lactobacilli, with MIC more or equal to 0.2% for JCA 250 or JCA 251. Anaerobes showed MIC closely grouped for a heterogeneous bacterial group. One Propionibacterium sp. strain came apart from the group and was inhibited with a MIC of 0.5%. The overall results showed an interesting antibacterial activity on bacteria isolated from clinical samples. Most of the bacterial strains were inhibited at a concentration of 0.2%. The highest mean values were obtained for commensal bacteria from the flora, which is of particular interest in this study.